Call for papers 2021 and 2022
MAI Journal is an open access journal that publishes multidisciplinary peer-reviewed articles that critically
analyse and address Indigenous and Pacific issues in the context of Aotearoa New Zealand. MAI Journal
publishes two issues per year, June, and December. MAI Journal is only published online. We aim to publish
scholarly articles that substantively engage with intellectual Indigenous scholarship. MAI Journal reflects
developments in the vision and mission of Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga, within the landscape of Indigenous
research in Aotearoa New Zealand and builds on the legacy of MAI Review.
MAI Journal is now calling for papers to be considered for publication in 2021 and 2022.
MAI Journal recognises that Indigenous knowledge is dynamic and welcomes papers that critically analyse
and address all indigenous issues in the context of Aotearoa New Zealand. We have an enthusiastic Editorial
Board that is composed of highly respected academics and researchers in Indigenous research from a wide
range of disciplines. MAI Journal values our unique positioning and welcomes submissions that extend
beyond those topics typically explored or treated with by mainstream scholarship. We are proud to publish
in both te reo Māori and English.
As part of our Rautaki Kounga, Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga New Zealand’s Māori Centre of Research
Excellence is committed to ensuring that new and emerging researchers have a widely accessible platform
for communicating key messages regarding their research. Doctoral students are particularly encouraged to
submit their papers. MAI Journal continues to grow the next generation of highly qualified and skilled Māori
and Indigenous researchers.
You can engage with the MAI Journal online community via its Facebook page, and find out more about
submitting a paper to the journal at http://www.journal.mai.ac.nz/content/information-authors
MAI Journal is a journal of Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga (NPM), New Zealand's Māori Centre of Research
Excellence (CoRE) which is a non-profit organisation funded by the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) and
hosted by The University of Auckland.
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